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ABSTRACT
The migration from existing software variants to a software product line is an arduous task that necessitates to synthesise a variability model based on already developed softwares. Nowadays, the increasing complexity of software product lines compels practitioners to design more complex variability models that represent other information than binary features, e.g., multi-valued attributes. Assisting the extraction of complex variability models from variant descriptions is a key task to help the migration towards complex software product lines. In this paper, we address the problem of extracting complex variability information from software descriptions, as a part of the process of complex variability model synthesis. We propose an approach based on Pattern Structures to extract variability information, in the form of logical relationships involving both binary features and multi-valued attributes.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information extraction; • Software and its engineering → Software product lines; Software reverse engineering;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering [4] is a development paradigm that seeks to develop a set of similar software systems through systematic artefact reuse and mass-customisation. The core of this approach is based on the development of a generic software architecture, on which variable and reusable software artefacts can be plugged depending on given requirements. The key of SPL implementation is variability modelling, i.e., representing what can vary in the software systems to be developed, and how it can vary.

Variability is usually expressed in terms of binary features, which are distinguishable variant characteristics. A recent survey shows that a significant part of companies opt for an extractive adoption strategy of SPL [1]; it is an arduous task that implies to extract variability information based on descriptions of the existing software systems, in order to build a variability model [3].

Pattern Structures are a mathematical framework for hierarchical clustering of a set of objects described by complex data called patterns, allowing to extract all logical relationships that are true for the considered set of objects. In this paper, we propose a method that uses Pattern Structures to extract logical relationships involving both features and multi-valued attributes from complex variability descriptions, i.e., depicting not only binary features. It is a first step towards the automated synthesis of complex variability models from existing software systems. The aim of this research is to ease the transition of more and more complex software variants that have been individually developed, to software reuse and mass-customisation approaches. Our method is sound and complete, and offers theoretical foundations to complex variability information extraction.

2 METHOD OVERVIEW
The proposed extraction method is based on Pattern Structures (PS) [2], a mathematical framework used for knowledge discovery on a set of objects described by complex data, e.g., numerical values, graphs, sets of values. PS describe each object of a set O according to a pattern, that can be of any type of data on which one can define a similarity operator \( \sim \). Applied to a set of patterns, this operator returns a pattern representing their most specific common generalisation. We applied our method on existing multi-valued matrices taken from the software comparison category of wikipedia. Here, the objects represent the software variants, and the patterns represent the variant descriptions. Table 1 presents an excerpt of a multi-valued matrix depicting softwares and their characteristics. It describes 5 software variants depending on 5 characteristics: Open Source, Corporate and Personal are binary characteristics, First Release is a characteristic having 4 possible Date-typed values, and Language is a characteristic with 3 possible String-typed values.

Our method can be decomposed in the 4 steps of Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Extracting complex variability information from variant descriptions using Pattern Structures.](image-url)
Identifying patterns. Patterns can be values of atomic types, e.g., a Date, a String or a number. But, one can choose to compose several patterns to form a vector of patterns, that can be considered a pattern as well. In our case, a variant description may be represented as a pattern vector depicting the values of each characteristic of the matrix. This first step consists in identifying in the variant descriptions the set of component patterns that will form the pattern vectors. As binary characteristics have a \( \text{true}, \text{false} \) domain, the set of binary characteristics having a \( \text{true} \) value of a variant can be considered as one multi-valued characteristic. This representation choice does not alter the extracted information and permits to simplify the processed data.

The pattern vectors for the software variants of Table 1 are thus of the form \( v = \langle f_P, p_F, p_1 \rangle \), where \( f_P \) is the set of features (i.e., binary characteristics), followed by the value of the attribute First Release (FR) \( (p_F) \) and then the value of the attribute Language \( (p_1) \). The two following pattern vectors respectively represent the softwares Confluence and GrokOla:

\[
v_1 = \langle \text{Corporate, Personal}, \text{FR} = 2004, \text{Language} = \text{Java EE} \rangle
\]
\[
v_2 = \langle \text{Corporate}, \text{FR} = 2014, \text{Language} = \text{JavaScript} \rangle
\]

Defining taxonomies. Now that we have specified the pattern vectors, we have to define similarities between the elements of each component pattern. A similarity operator is associated to a subsumption relation \( \subseteq \), allowing the set of patterns \( P \) to be partially ordered in a taxonomy, in which each pair of elements has a unique most specific common generalisation pattern. In other words, it structures the patterns by specialisation, and \( p_1 \sqsubseteq p_2 \iff p_1 \cap p_2 = p_1, p_1, p_2 \in P \). For example, let us consider \( P_f \) the first component of our vector, representing the binary features owned by the variants. The similarity between a variant described by the feature set \( \{ \text{Corporate, Personal} \} \) and another variant described by \( \{ \text{Corporate} \} \) is that they are both described by the feature set \( \{ \text{Corporate, Personal} \} \cap f \{ \text{Corporate} \} = \{ \text{Corporate} \} \). Also, a way to define the similarity of a variant first released in 2004 and a variant first released in 2014 is that they have both been released between 2004 and 2014 \( (2004 \cap f_{2014} = 2004, 2014) \). Once we have defined the similarity operators of the component pattern characterising our software variants, we can compute similarity between these pattern vectors:

\[
v_1 \cap v_2 = \langle \{ \text{Corporate} \}, \text{FR} = [2004, 2014], \text{Language} = \neg \text{Ruby} \rangle
\]

Building the lattice. The set of objects \( O \), the pattern taxonomy \((P, \sqsubseteq)\) and the mapping \( \delta : O \rightarrow P \) associating each object of \( O \) to its pattern in \( P \), form a Pattern Structure. Given a Pattern Structure \( \mathcal{PS} = (O, (P, \sqsubseteq), \delta) \), a pattern concept of \( \mathcal{PS} \) is a tuple \((O', p)\) such that \( O' \subseteq O \) and \( p \in (P, \sqsubseteq) \), which represents a maximal set of objects and the most specific pattern corresponding to these objects. This means that there is no other object than the ones in \( O' \) that corresponds to the pattern \( p \), and that there is no other pattern more specific than \( p \) which corresponds to all the objects from \( O' \).

These pattern concepts can be partially ordered: given two pattern concepts \( C_1 = (O_1, p_1) \) and \( C_2 = (O_2, p_2) \) of \( \mathcal{PS} \), \( C_1 \sqsubseteq C_2 \) if and only if \( O_1 \subseteq O_2 \) and \( p_1 \sqsubseteq p_2 \). The set of all pattern concepts of \( \mathcal{PS} \) provided with the order \( \mathcal{SPS} \) forms a lattice structure called a pattern concept lattice.

Knowledge discovery. The pattern concept lattice emphasises several types of variability information, i.e., logical relationships between features and/or attribute values, that state how these elements can be combined to compose a software of the software family. The most represented and studied variability relationship types in the literature are implications between elements, co-occurring elements, mutually exclusive elements and feature-groups. All these types of variability information can be extracted from \( \mathcal{PS} \) using the proper algorithms [5]. By theoretical definition, variability extraction with Pattern Structures is complete, in the sense where they allow to extract all logical relationships (among the 4 aforementioned types) that are true for the considered set of variants.

## 3 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We presented an approach to extract complex variability information from software variant descriptions based on Pattern Structures. It allowed us to extract variability information by considering not only the software variants’ features, but also multi-valued attributes. This work is a first step toward a more generic approach to assist practitioners into extracting complex variability models.

Our extraction method is complete and therefore extracts an important number of relationships. It appears that a significant part of them are “accidental”, i.e., true for the considered set of variants but not regarding the domain. In future work, we plan to study existing taxonomies to lower the number of considered extracted relationships by deepening the separation of the meaningful ones from the accidental ones. Another future work will be to consider the extraction of other kinds of variability information that could be useful to synthesise complex variability models from software descriptions. Particularly, relationships between several independent but connected software families are to be studied, allowing applications in the field of multiple software product lines.
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